
PRESS RELEASE

THE BoD APPROVES THE DRAFT FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AS AT 31
DECEMBER 2022

Palermo, 23 March 2022 - The Board of Directors of GIGLIO.COM S.p.A (Company or
GIGLIO.COM) - a Company operating in the online sales sector for multi-brand luxury
fashion, listed on the Euronext Growth Milan - approved today the results for 2022 according
to the national accounting standards (OIC).

Strong business growth: +35% revenues compared to 2021, exceeding 50 million
Euros. Gross margin +40% compared to 2021.

Return to profitability in the second half with a positive EBITDA

Exceeded 125,000 active customers in the year, with a significantly higher average
annual spending per customer compared to 2021 (+13%)

Acceleration of international development, with the share of foreign markets reaching
70% of the Gross Merchandising Value, against 55% in 2019 before the pandemic.

Main results of the year 2022:

● Gross Merchanding Value1: 57.5 millions Euros, a +38% increase compared to 41,6
millions Euros in 2021;

● Revenues from sales and services: 51.1 million Euros, a +35% increase compared
to 37.9 million Euros in 2021;

● Gross Merchanding Value: 57.5 millions Euros, a +38% increase compared to 41,6
millions Euros in 2021;

● Active customers: exceeded 125,000 customers (+22% vs. 2021) with a higher
average annual spending per customer (+13%);

● International markets: the share of GMV generated in foreign markets is close to
70% (vs. 67% in 2021), mainly thanks to the growth registered in MENA (+73%) and
South Korea (+66%);

● EBITDA Margin2: -2% (-1 million Euros), a considerable improvement compared to
-4.8% in 2021 (-1.8 million Euros) also thanks to a second semester with a positive
EBITDA;

● Net Result: equal to -2.3 million Euros compared to -2.9 million Euros in 2021;
● Adjusted Net Financial Position3: solidly cash positive and equal to 11.9 million

Euros.

3 Adjusted Net Financial Position: calculated including the VAT credit, equal to 4.2 million Euros at 31 December 2022 (PFN
reported 7,7 million Euros + 4,2 million Euros of VAT credit)

2 Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation, and Amortization represent a measure of gross operating profit and indicate the
result before financial charges, taxes, and depreciation of fixed assets.

1 Gross Merchandising Value: value of sales before returns.



“In some ways, in 2022 we navigated a context that for our industry proved even more
challenging than the already critical 2020. I am proud to say that the team has once again
demonstrated the right determination and resilience to confirm a significant revenue growth
of +35%, coupled with a return to business profitability in the second half of the year. The
turbulence that is affecting technology-intensive companies such as ours requires caution,
but this beginning of 2023 already gives us encouraging signs that confirm our strength,”
commented Giuseppe Giglio, President, and CEO of GIGLIO.COM.

In 2022, GIGLIO.COM achieved Sales and performance revenues equal to 51.1 million
Euros, an increase of +35% compared to the 37.9 million Euros recorded in 2021, confirming
solid growth despite a certain decline in demand that has hit the industry and the main
competitors. A combination of factors determined the excellent results:

- A product offer largely increased by the growth of the partners part of our
Community Store (a community of more than 200 boutiques and brands that make up
the Company's assortment). The online value of the fall/winter 2022 collection has in
fact almost doubled compared to the previous fall/winter 2021 collection and the offer
of brands, although selected, has risen to over 750.

- An internationalization process that brings international markets to almost 70% of
the total GMV, a strong growth compared to the 55% recorded in 2019 before the
pandemic. In particular, the Company has invested in development plans dedicated to
Asia. In 2022, the e-commerce website was translated into Japanese and Korean,
registering a strong growth in South Korea (+66%). In addition, performances in
Taiwan (+79%), MENA (+73%), North America (+41%), and France (+83%) have
been remarkable.

- A customer base that exceeds 125,000 customers and consolidates virtuous
behaviors that lead the individual active customer to increase their average annual
spending by 13%, compared to the average spending of active customers in 2021,
maintaining a return rate (12%) well below market benchmarks.

- A constantly evolving proprietary platform that has benefited from considerable
optimizations to the UX, thus recording a 7% increase in the conversion rate
compared to that obtained in 2021.

- A poor business exposure in Russia, Ukraine, and Belarus, which in 2021
weighed only 1.2% of the entire GMV.

The strong growth is also accompanied by a return to a positive EBITDA during the
second half of 2022. For the full year, EBITDA amounted to -1 million Euros, with an impact
on revenues of -2% and a net improvement compared to 2021, when the Company recorded
a -4.8%. The main reasons for this progress:

- Gross margin significantly improved thanks to the development of international
markets and the rationalization of pricing and discount policies. The incidence of this
item on revenues registered an increase of 0.9 percentage points compared to 2021.

- Widely rationalized transportation, handling, and packaging costs despite the
inflatable process that has involved the sector. The incidence of this item on revenues
registered a decrease of 0.9 percentage points compared to 2021.



- Fixed costs rationalized thanks to economies of scale.

EBIT4 amounted to -2.2 million Euros compared to -2.7 million Euros in 2021. This value is
affected - in addition to what has been reported so far - on the one hand by the higher
depreciation mainly due to the expenses incurred for the listing and capitalization of further
research and development projects, and on the other hand by lower financial charges.

The Net Result is equal to -2.3 million Euros compared to -2.9 million Euros in 2021.

Net assets amount to 11.8 million Euros.

The Adjusted Net Financial Position at 31 December 2022 amounted to a total of 11.9
million Euros compared to 14.6 million Euros at 31 December 2021. This negative change is
attributable to two main factors. On the one hand, operational management still suffers from
a condition where costs are higher than revenues. On the other hand, a worsening of the
adjusted net working capital mainly due to a lower number of payables to suppliers, despite
the growth in turnover, following the implementation of new commercial development
policies.

Also at 31 December 2022, the Company registered a negative Adjusted Net Working
Capital5, equal to 7.7 million Euros, deriving from the platform's business model, which
allows cash to be generated.

Significant events at 31 December 2022

In March 2022 the Company inaugurated the new Vimodrone logistics hub, with a view to
strengthening its international presence, multiplying the fulfillment processes to reach its
international customers even faster.

In April 2022, the company Michele Giglio, a party related to Giglio.com, was reimbursed a
non-interest-bearing loan of €100,000 granted in the context of the loan called "Giglio.com
Bond 6.25% 2018-2024", disbursed to the Company by Zenit SGR S.p.A. and already fully
repaid by the Company.

In 2022, the Company participated in the call, launched by Simest S.p.A., for "Refinancing
and Redefinition of the 394/81 Fund managed by SIMEST - Digital and Ecological Transition
of SMEs with an international vocation" and obtained financing and co-financing for a total
amount of €999,467.

Significant events at 31 December 2022

In order to expand the spaces and the ability to evade logistics, in January 2023 the
Company closed the Palermo logistics headquarters in via Sammuzzo and at the same time
created a partial set-up of the new largest operational and logistics center in Palermo in via

5 Adjusted Net Working Capital: Calculated net of VAT credit, equal to 4.2 million Euros at 31 December 2022 (2.6 million Euros
at 31 December 2021).

4 EBIT: Earnings Before Interest and Taxes indicate the result before financial charges and taxes of the period.



San Lorenzo, opening half of the 7,000 square meters of the structure. The center - which
already houses part of the logistics for the fulfillment of orders - from the second half of 2023
will also host the digital production of the catalog, i.e. the shooting department.

Foreseeable management evolution

Consistent with its business plan, the Company will continue to pursue international
development, the depth and breadth of its catalog (on account of new brands and product
categories guaranteed by the evolution of the Community Store), as well as technological
developments to support marketing and operations. This will be done with a view to
continuing to acquire market shares, despite the instability of the macroeconomic context-

Allocation of the operating profit for the year

In relation to the financial statements of Giglio.com S.p.A., the Board of Directors proposes to
the Shareholders' Meeting to carry forward the operating profit of 2,866,531 Euros.

Convening of the Shareholders' Meeting

The Board of Directors resolved to convene the Shareholders' Meeting in ordinary session, in
a single call on 27 April 2023, for the approval of the financial statements as of December 31,
2022, and for the allocation of the operating profit.

The notice of call, with the detailed modalities of participation, as well as the documentation
relating to the Shareholders' Meeting provided for by current legislation will be published on
the Company's website www.giglio.com (section "Corporate Governance" – "Shareholders'
Meetings") in accordance with the law.

The resolution of today's Board of Directors relating to the approval of the audited financial
statements as at 31 December 2022 will be made available to the public, within the terms of
the applicable law and regulations, on the website www.giglio.com in the "Corporate
Governance / Shareholders' Meetings " section.

Availability of the documentation

The documentation relating to the financial statements at 31 December 2022, required by
current legislation, will be made available to the public at the Company's headquarters as
well as through publication on the website www.giglio.com, section "Investor Relations /
Financial Statements and Reports", within the terms of the law.



***

This press release is available in the Investors / Press releases section on GIGLIO.COM

***

GIGLIO.COM S.p.A. transmits and stores Regulated Information through the eMarket SDIR
dissemination system and the eMarket STORAGE mechanism available at
www.emarketstorage.com managed by Teleborsa S.r.l. - based in Piazza Priscilla, 4 - Rome.

***
GIGLIO.COM
GIGLIO.COM - a Company operating in the online sales sector for multi-brand luxury fashion on a
global scale - is a style destination that reaches its customers in over 150 countries, featuring some of
the most prestigious fashion and luxury brands for women, men, and kids. The Company was founded
in 1965 by the Giglio family, owner of high fashion boutiques in the city of Palermo, and in 1996
became the first online fashion store in Italy, placing itself among the pioneers of the sector in our
country.
GIGLIO.COM is an international e-tailer operating in the fashion & luxury sector thanks to a
proprietary platform, developed and managed internally with innovative technological solutions. Today
GIGLIO.COM is a community of independent boutiques that share the same values by constantly
dedicating themselves to the quest for beauty and innovation and offering collections by the most
creative and iconic designers.
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It should be noted that the reclassified income statement and balance sheet and the cash
flow statement attached to this press release have not been subject to verification by the
Independent Auditors and the Board of Statutory Auditors.




